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Fred (Fritz) Kormis   Michèle Franklin  

Adam and Eve    Banished  

Bronze resin 1986    Watercolour 1985 

 

CONTENT AND IDEAS 

What are the similarities and differences between these works? 

 

Similarities 

• Both show a man and woman.  

• Both men are taller than the women. 

• Both figures look young. 

• Both men and women are naked.  

• Both show the man and woman touching. 

• Both show the man and woman in movement.  

• Both are works inspired by the story of Adam and Eve. 

• In neither work do the figures look at viewer. 

 

Differences 

• Kormis’ work is a sculpture 

• Franklin’s work is a painting. 

• In Kormis’ work you can see the faces (and backs) of Adam and Eve.  

• In Franklin’s work you can see only their backs. 

• Kormis cuts off the figures at the knee.  

• Franklin’s picture shows whole bodies. 

• Eve’s hairstyle is different in each work. 

 

What are these works about? 

Ask pupils what they know about the story of Adam and Eve and fill in the details. 

 

Both works show a scene from the story of Adam and Eve, who were, according to Judaism, 

Christianity and Islam, the first two humans on Earth. In this story God created Adam and Eve and 

put them in the Garden of Eden, a perfect place full of flowers, birds, animals and plentiful fruit. God 

told them that they could eat everything in the garden except from the Tree of Knowledge of Good 

and Evil. If they ate from this tree they would die. 
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A sly serpent tempted Eve into eating the forbidden fruit, which she found so delicious, that she 

persuaded Adam to taste it as well. When God came to visit them, Adam and Eve hid, feeling 

ashamed of their nakedness. God was so angry that Adam and Eve had disobeyed him he told 

them to leave the Garden of Eden forever. He said that from then on they would have to scratch a 

living from the soil, make clothes and grow food. Nothing would come easily to them, not even 

childbirth and one day they would die. 

 

Which part of the story does each work show? 

• Kormis’ sculpture shows Adam and Eve listening to God after they have both taken a bite from 

the fruit. 

• Franklin’s picture (entitled Banishment) shows Adam and Eve leaving the Garden of Eden and 

going out into the world. 

 

Describe the pose, expressions and gestures of each couple. What do these suggest about 

their feelings? 

In Kormis’ sculpture: 

• Adam is leaning backwards and looking upwards in alarm and dismay, as if he is 

listening to (and shying away from) the angry voice of God.  

• He has one arm protectively around Eve and the other held up defensively.  

• Eve leans against Adam as if for comfort, with her head resting on his shoulder.  

• Her head is upward and away from Adam as if she, too, is listening to God.  

• Her expression is a mixture of sorrow, shame and regret.  

• Notice that her right hand furtively shields an apple.  

 

In Franklin’s picture: 

• Adam and Eve are walking away from the viewer.  

• Their bodies lean forward towards the line on the ground, which probably indicates the line 

between the Garden of Eden and the outside world.  

• Eve follows in the footsteps of Adam with her hands leaning against his back.  

• Both have their heads down and their shoulders hunched.  

• Both cover their faces with their hands.  

• Their body language suggests that they are sad, fearful and ashamed.  

 

Activity 

After everyone has had a look at the work, ask two children to turn their backs and take up the 

poses of Adam and Eve (without looking back). The rest of the children give instructions on how to 

mimic the poses exactly.  

 

Why do you think the artists chose to create an artwork about Adam and Eve?  

What message do you get from this story?  

Why might the artists have chosen the part of the story they depicted? 
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Activity 

Ask children to sketch their own frozen moment of the story of Adam and Eve. 

 

FORM AND COMPOSITION 

How have the artists arranged the figures of Adam and Eve? 

• In both works the couple are shown touching one another in movement, leaning very strongly at an 

angle – with Eve pressing against Adam (Eve was said to be made from Adam’s rib, so their 

closeness perhaps alludes to this). 

 

Do you think Kormis intended viewers to see his sculpture from a particular viewpoint? If so, 

which one? 

Ask children to move around the sculpture – to stand back, come closer, look at it from above, low 

down, directly in front, sideways and behind.  

Discuss the best and worst viewpoint in their opinions. 

 

Why do you think Franklin did not put any background in her picture? What difference would 

a background make? 

 

Which artwork do you prefer (the sculpture or the painting) of Adam and Eve? Say why. 

 

MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES 

 

How did Kormis make his sculpture? 

• He modelled it in soft clay with his hands first and then cast it in bronze resin.  

• Notice the sculpture’s slightly rough texture, which shows where Kormis added small pieces of clay 

one after the other. This helps give the shadows and definition. 

 

How does the way Franklin has painted the figures help give them a feeling of movement? 

She has used broken and overlapping lines to suggest movement. 

 

• Which work looks the more realistic? What makes you say this? 

  

ABOUT THE ARTISTS 

 

Fritz Kormis 

Kormis was born in Frankfurt, Germany, 1897 and named Fritz (later adopting the nickname Fred). 

He was apprenticed to a sculpture workshop at the age of 14 but was drafted to fight in World War 

1.  He was wounded and captured in 1915 and imprisoned for five years in a Siberian war camp. 

Kormis eventually escaped from the camp and went home to Frankfurt, where he set up his own 

workshop and worked as a sculptor until 1933, when Hitler came to power and the Nazi race laws 

were passed. As a Jew, Kormis was banned from working, so in 1934 he moved first to Holland and 

then to England, where he later gained British nationality. In 1940 his studio suffered bomb damage 

and most of his work was lost.  
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As a result of his experiences in Siberia, many of Kormis’ works are memorials to prisoners of war 

and to the Holocaust. One of his pieces, “Memorial to Prisoners of War” and “Concentration Camp 

Victims”, has stood in Gladstone Park, Dollis Hill since 1971. Although later vandalised, it was 

repaired and restored to its original condition in 2004.   

 

As well as public sculptures, Kormis made portrait medals, including one of Prince Edward, Duke of 

Windsor (now at the National Portrait Gallery NPG 5051), Winston Churchill (at the Fitzwilliam 

Museum, Cambridge, Lord Laurence Olivier, John Schlesinger and plaques of Henry Moore and 

Golda Meir. Kormis died in May, 1986, aged 91. 

 
An Example of another work by Fritz Kormis in the Ben Uri collection 
 
Prophet 
Plaster  
38.5 cm excluding wooden base 
 
An example of work by Fritz Kormis in other collections 
National Portrait Gallery  
Prince Edward, Duke of Windsor (King Edward VIII) 
bronze medal, 1936 
9.8 cm diameter 
Given by Fred Kormis, 1975 
An image of the work can be viewed at the National Portrait Gallery’s website: 
http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/largerimage.php?LinkID=mp07196&rNo=0&role=art 
 

Michèle Franklin 

Michèle was born in Vermont, USA, in 1958, the second daughter of a British-Jewish physicist father 

and an African-American teacher mother. As a young child Michèle drew all the time and by the age 

of five had determined to be an artist. Her family moved to England in 1966 and Michele studied 

painting and sculpture at Camberwell in London, where she mainly produced figurative works, 

including expressive portraits and self-portraits. She continued her studies in Italy before returning to 

England where she worked part-time, teaching art therapy, drawing, painting and sculpture, for 

almost ten years.  

 

Ben Uri bought Michèle’s watercolour “Banished” in 1985, her first entry into a public collection. 

Since then she has exhibited regularly – at the Barbican Centre, the Royal Academy Summer Show, 

the Whitechapel, the Mall Galleries and others. Her work is largely figurative, based on her own life 

experiences and family or inspired by events, such as the Holocaust.  More recently she has also 

worked on still lives. She works from photographs as well as models in both oils and charcoal. 

 
Examples of works by Michéle Franklin:  
Courtesy of the artist 
 
Relief  
Painting 
30 x 36cm 
 
Dreamchild  
Painting  
55 x 45cm 
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